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Kilburn Junior School 

PE CURRICULUM 
 

Physical education should be fun, competitive and challenging, inspiring children to work 
hard to improve their skills, sportsmanship, confidence and ultimately their overall health. 
Through sport, children are taught the value of practice in order to master fine and gross 
motor skills and develop precision in their use of their body and mind. Supporting children 
to develop their fitness also enables them to build their resilience to other physically 
demanding activities and gives them the confidence to never give up, even when the going 
gets tough. At the heart of sport is competition which provides children with the 
opportunity to compete in sport and other activities building character and helping to embed values such as 
fairness, teamwork and respect. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

INSPIRE CURRICULUM VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES  
 

 

 

Practicing, playing and competing in sport all provide pupils the opportunity to develop 
our Embark values. Children need to reflect on these values as a means to build 
character. PE offers children the chance to demonstrate their integrity regularly and also 
provides children with a medium to demonstrate success through teamwork. 

 

Respect is at the heart of the PE curriculum and- like integrity- provides children the 
opportunity to demonstrate these values with regularity. It is vital that we also use sports 
own initiatives like the Show Racism the Red Card program to highlight sporting stars 
who display British Values and conversely those who don’t. 

 

PE allows children to demonstrate and develop a multitude of You 22 values: creativity, 
teamwork, collaboration, perseverance, self-control, precision, resilience, communication 
and positivity. 

 

Sport is big business and we can use our PE curriculum, including our cross curricular 
study of the world cup and other sporting events to investigate how money is made 
from the sports industry. We can also use sport as an opportunity to see how companies 
sometimes make the ethical decision to give money away to initiatives to develop sport 
in the local communities. 

 

Trailblazers is an outdoor experience in which the children are encouraged to be active 
in a variety of ways. The children are instilled with an appreciation for activities 
undertaken in open spaces which they take into their lives outside school encouraging 
them away from the more sedentary pastimes that can seem more appealing to some 
children. 



Invasion Games 
SKILLS 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
3A Pass to a partner effectively using 

a number of sending and 
receiving techniques 
appropriate for the invasion 
game.  

3B Improve accuracy of passes and 
use space to keep possession 
more efficiently. 

3C Remain in control of ball while 
travelling. 

3D Understand the importance of 
special awareness when 
travelling with the ball.  

3F Know which passes and tactics are 
best to keep possession.  

3G Find space to receive the ball or 
to support other players in 
attacking the opposition’s goal. 

3H Know how tactics change 
depending on when the team 
has and hasn't got the ball. 

3I Know how to organise themselves 
differently to play each of the 
games successfully.  

3J Understand patterns of play- if 
the ball is in a certain position 
where should players be? 

 

4A Further develop the use of space 
to enable the attacking team to 
maintain possession of the ball. 

4B Choose and adapt techniques to 
keep possession and give their 
team a chance to shoot.  

4C Compare skills and transfer 
tactics across similar invasion 
games. 

4D Know what rules are needed to 
make games fair.  

4E Understand simple patterns of 
play- where to position the 
team to maximize their 
efficiency.  

4F Evaluate how successful their 
tactics have been, use 
appropriate language to 
describe performance and 
identify what they need to do to 
make things difficult for their 
opponents.  

4G Know what they need to improve 
their game and what they need 
to practice. 

4H Understand the importance of 
warm ups prior to exercise. 

5A Understand ways to keep 
possession of the ball using 
space and passing. 

5B Understand ways to shield the 
ball when stationary or 
travelling. 

5C Understand how to use direction 
changes and speed to get away 
from defenders. 

5D Shoot accurately in a variety of 
ways. 

5E Understand how to mark an 
opponent and how their role 
fits into the team’s game plan 
for defence. 

5F Understand ways that the team 
can work together to maximise 
their efficiency in defending 
(e.g. formation and spacing). 

5G Watch and evaluate the success 
of the games they play in. 

5H Identify parts of the game that 
are going well and parts that 
need improving. 

5I Explain how confident they feel in 
different positions and organise 
their players to maximise the 
efficiency of the team.  

5J Evaluate performance and 
develop practices to improve 
team success.  

5K Know some ideas for warm up 
exercises and routines. 

 

6A Understand the different roles 
that the various positions on a 
team must undertake when 
they are attacking and 
defending.  

6B Understand different ways of 
attacking and use space and 
positions for their team carefully 
to maximize goal scoring 
opportunities. 

6C Understand how to use direction 
changes, speed and feints to get 
away from defenders. 

6D Understand different defensive 
techniques to hamper an 
opposition’s play. 

6E Select and choose different 
formations and tactics for 
attack and defence.  

6F Know how to support other 
players in possession of the ball 
in attack and defence. 

6G Understand how to prepare a 
team for a playing games, with 
an appropriate warm up and   
skills practices. 

6H Plan and deliver a warm up 
routine for an invasion game.  

6I Know what clothing and footwear 
is best to wear.  

6J Know how to check playing area.  
6K Evaluate performance using 

technology to develop 
technique for individual skills.  

6L Develop skills practices that 
improve an identified weakness 
in the team’s performance. 

 



striking and fielding 
SKILLS 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
3A Pass a ball to a partner 

effectively using a number of 
sending and receiving 
techniques appropriate for the 
invasion game.  

3B Hit a ball using a variety of bats 
and striking techniques. 

3C Throw and catch with control 
when under limited pressure.  

3D Choose and use a range of 
simple tactics for defending 
and challenging their 
opponent for striking and 
fielding.  

3E Use simple rules fairly and 
extend them to devise their 
own games.  

3F Identify that playing extended 
games improves their stamina.  

3G Recognise good performances in 
themselves and others and use 
what they have learned to 
improve their own skills.  

3H Know and describe the effects 
of different exercise activities 
on the body and how to 
improve stamina.  

3I Begin to understand the 
importance of warming up 
before games. 

4A When bowling / pitching, 
change pace, length and 
direction to outwit opponents.  

4B Choose and use a range of ball 
skills with a good degree of 
accuracy. 

4C Hit a ball with greater 
consistency using a variety of 
bats and striking techniques.  

4D Appreciate that rules need to 
be consistent and fair, using 
this knowledge to create rules 
and teach them to others. 

4E Understand how strength, 
stamina and speed can be 
improved by playing games.  

4F Identify good performances and 
suggest ideas for practices that 
will improve their play. 

 
  

5A When bowling / pitching, 
change pace, length and 
direction to outwit opponents 
and position fielders 
appropriate to technique used. 

5B When batting, try to hit the ball 
to parts of the field where 
fielders are fewer.  

5C When batting, consider the 
placement of other team 
members to maximise scoring 
opportunities. 

5D When fielding, know how to 
position yourself to maximise 
your efficiency to get players 
out.  

5E When fielding, understand how 
to back up other players in 
possession of the ball to help 
to minimise the opposition’s 
chance of scoring. 

5F Maintain focus on the game and 
understand that this is 
essential even in inactive 
moments of the game. 

5G Know and apply the basic 
strategic and tactical 
principles of various games 
and adapt them to different 
situations. 

5H Identify good individual 
performance and explain why 
they were effective. 

6A Perform bowling/pitching 
techniques with greater speed, 
fluency and accuracy. 

6B Develop tactics over an 
evolving game situation to 
maximise the team’s chance 
of winning. 

6C Develop a range of techniques 
when batting in order to 
outwit the tactics of the 
fielding team. 

6D Understand, choose and apply 
a range of tactics and 
strategies for defence and 
attack. 

6E Know the importance and types 
of fitness and how playing 
games contributes to a healthy 
lifestyle. 

6F Develop their ability to 
evaluate their own and others’ 
work, and to suggest ways to 
improve it. 

6G Understand how to adapt 
tactics to the particular rules of 
the game to maximise the 
team’s chances of winning. 

6H Adapt own tactics to serve the 
team’s wider goals in 
achieving victory. 

6I Identify good individual and 
whole team performance and 
tactics and explain why they 
were effective. 

 



athletics 
SKILLS 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
3A Select running speed for 

appropriate activity.  
3B Make up and repeat a short 

sequence of linked jumps.  
3C Throw a variety of objects, 

changing their action for 
accuracy and distance. 

3D Throw a variety of objects with 
improved technique. 

3E Understand the rules and 
specific techniques required for 
different throwing events.  

3F Take part in relay activities 
remembering when to run 
and what to do. 

3G Recognise when their body is 
warmer or cooler and when 
their heart beats faster and 
slower. 

3H Recognise good performances in 
themselves and others to 
improve their own. 

4A Show some control when using 
a range of basic running, 
jumping and throwing actions. 

4B Perform a range of jumps 
showing contrasting techniques 
and sometimes using a short 
run up.  

4C Throw with some accuracy and 
power into a target area. 

4D Throw a variety of objects with 
improved technique and 
understand how this coupled 
with increased power makes 
throws more efficient. 

4E Understand the rules and 
specific techniques required for 
different throwing events.  

4F Understand the rules and 
specific techniques required for 
different jumping events.  

4G Suggest improvements to the 
techniques of others. 

4H Relate different athletic 
activities to changes in heart 
rate, breathing and 
temperature. 

4I Identify and describe different 
aspects of athletic styles and 
use to improve own 
performance. 

5A Understand and demonstrate 
the differences between 
sprinting and distance running.  

5B Show control in pacing at 
different distances for running 
events. 

5C Demonstrate a range of 
throwing actions using 
modified equipment with 
some accuracy and control. 

5D Predict how different activities 
will affect heart rate, 
temperature and 
performance.  

5E Use technology to help to judge 
performance. 

5F Watch partner’s performance 
and identify strengths and 
areas for improvement. 

5G Understand the basic principles 
of warming up.  

5H Understand more fully why 
exercise is good for fitness, 
health and wellbeing. 

6A Choose the best pace for a 
running event, in order to 
sustain running and improve 
their personal targets.  

6B Show control and power in take 
off and landing activities. 

6C Show accuracy and good 
technique when throwing for 
distance. 

6D Choose appropriate techniques 
for specific events. Organise 
and judge events. 

6E Use technology to help to judge 
performance with greater 
accuracy and improve 
personal performance through 
interrogation of this data. 

6F Identify activities that help 
develop stamina or power and 
suggest how these can be 
employed over time to 
improve athletic performance. 

6G Identify parts of a partner’s 
performance that need to be 
practised and refined and 
suggest improvements. 

 

 

 



 

Net and wall games 
SKILLS 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
3A Throw a ball in the air and catch 

it.  
3B Identify and describe some rules 

of tennis. 
3C Serve underhand to begin a 

game. 
3D Explore and develop the 

accuracy of forehand shots. 
3E Use simple rules fairly and extend 

them to devise their own games. 
3F Recognise good performances 

and technique in others and use 
this to improve their own basic 
skills. 

3G Know and describe the effects of 
different exercise activities on 
the body and how to improve 
stamina. 

3H Begin to understand the 
importance of warming up. 

4A Throw and catch with control 
when under pressure. 

4B Develop the accuracy of the serve 
to begin a game. 

4C Use a forehand shot with 
increased precision.  

4D Use a backhand shot to efficiently 
return a ball. 

 4E Understand the correct scoring 
system for singles.  

4F Understand where a player 
should position themselves to 
return a serve effectively. 

4G Identify that playing extended 
games improves their stamina. 

4H Recognise good performances in 
themselves and others and use 
what they have learned to 
improve their own work. 

4I Know and describe the effects of 
different exercise activities on 
the body and how to improve 
stamina. 

4J Begin to understand the 
importance of warming up and 
describe how to do so effectively. 

5A Develop the use of the overhand 
serve to begin a game. 

5B Further develop understanding of 
rules for serving. 

5C Develop understanding of where 
is best to send a ball to minimise 
the chances of the opposition 
returning it.  

5D Begin to use volley and overhead 
shots. 

5E Apply new shots in game 
situations. 

5F Understand the correct scoring 
system for singles and doubles.  

5G Understand where a player 
should position themselves on 
the court to dominate the 
game. 

5H Begin to understand the roles of 
each player in a game of 
doubles.  

5I Know and apply the basic 
strategic and tactical principles 
of a various games and adapt 
them to different situations. 

5J Evaluate their own and others 
technique giving advice on how 
to improve basic skills. 

5K Understand why exercise is good 
for their fitness, health and 
wellbeing .  

5L With help, devise warm up and 
cool down activities and justify 
their choices. 

6A Understand how to alter tactics 
and select appropriate shots 
when in different positions on a 
court.  

6B Understand tactically when to 
employ different shots for best 
effect.   

6C Develop the use of the backhand 
shot. 

6D Develop the use of the overhand 
serve to begin a game. 

6E Begin to use the lob and 
understand when to employ 
this to maximum effect. 

6F Begin to use full tennis scoring 
systems. 

6G Understand, choose and apply a 
range of tactics and strategies 
within a competitive game. 

6H Know the importance and types 
of fitness and how playing 
games contributes to a healthy 
lifestyle. 

6I Develop their ability to evaluate 
their own and others’ 
techniques, and to suggest 
specific practices effectively to 
improve skills. 

 



gymnastics 
SKILLS 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
3A Consolidate and improve the 

quality of their actions, body 
shapes and balances, and their 
ability to link movements. 

3B Improve their ability to select 
appropriate actions and use 
simple compositional ideas. 

3C Recognise and describe the short 
term effects of exercise on the 
body during different 
activities.  

3D Know the importance of 
suppleness and strength. 

3E Describe and evaluate the 
effectiveness and quality of a 
performance.  

3F Recognise how their 
performance has improved. 

4A Develop the range of actions, 
body shapes and balances 
which can be included in a 
performance. 

4B Perform skills and actions more 
accurately and consistently. 

4C Create gymnastic sequences 
that meet a theme or set of 
conditions.  

4D Use compositional devices when 
creating their sequences, such 
as changes in speed, level and 
direction. 

4E Describe how the body reacts 
during different types of 
activity and how this affects 
the way they perform. 

4F Describe their own and others’ 
work, making simple 
judgments about the quality of 
performances and suggesting 
ways they could be improved. 

5A Perform actions, shapes and 
balances consistently and 
fluently in specific activities. 

5B Understand that sequences 
score higher which are more 
difficult to perform. 

5C Choose and apply basic 
compositional ideas to the 
sequences they create, and 
adapt them to new situations. 

5D Know and understand the basic 
principles of warming up and 
why it is important for good 
quality performance. 

5E Understand why physical 
activity is good for their 
health 

5F Choose and use information and 
basic criteria to evaluate their 
own and others’ work. 

6A Combine and perform 
gymnastic actions, shape and 
balances more fluently to 
practice a composition and 
improve it ready for 
competition. 

6B Understand the scoring systems 
used in competitions and how 
they can plan a performance 
using this knowledge to 
maximise their chance of 
scoring highly.  

6C Develop their own gymnastic 
sequences by understanding, 
choosing and applying a range 
of compositional principles. 

6D Understand why warming up 
and cooling down are 
important. 

6E Understand why exercise is good 
for health, fitness and 
wellbeing and how to become 
healthier themselves.  

6F Carry out warm ups safely and 
effectively 

6G Use technology to evaluate 
their own and others’ 
compositions and suggest ways 
of making improvements. 

 

 

 



Dance 
SKILLS 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
 3A Improvise freely on their own 

and with a partner, 
translating ideas from a 
stimulus into movement.  

3B Create and link dance phrases 
using a simple dance 
structure or motif. 

3C Perform dances with an 
awareness of rhythmic, 
dynamic and expressive 
qualities, on their own, with a 
partner and in small groups.  

3D Keep up activity over a period 
of time and know they need 
to warm up and cool down 
for dance.  

3E Describe and evaluate some of 
the compositional features of 
dances performed with a 
partner and in a group.  

3F Talk about how they might 
improve their dances. 

4A Explore and create characters 
and narratives in response to 
a range of stimuli. 

4B Use simple choreographic 
principles to create motifs 
and narrative. 

4C Perform complex dance 
phrases and dances that 
communicate character and 
narrative. 

4D Know and describe what you 
need to do to warm up and 
cool down for dance. 

4E Describe, interpret and 
evaluate their own and 
others’ dances, taking 
account of character and 
narrative. 

5A Explore and improvise ideas 
for dances in different styles, 
working on their own, with a 
partner and in a group.  

5B Compose dances by using 
adapting and developing 
steps, formations and 
patterning from different 
dance styles.  

5C Perform dances expressively, 
using a range of performance 
skills.  

5D Organise their own warm-up 
and cool-down activities to 
suit the dance.  

5E Show an understanding of why 
it is important to warm up 
and cool down.  

5F Describe, analyse, interpret 
and evaluate dances, showing 
an understanding of some 
aspects of style and context. 

6A Explore, improvise and 
combine movement ideas 
fluently and effectively.  

6B Create and structure motifs, 
phrases, sections and whole 
dances.  

6C Begin to use basic 
compositional principles 
when creating their dances.  

6D Understand why dance is 
good for their fitness, health 
and wellbeing.  

6E Prepare effectively for 
dancing. 

6F Understand how a dance is 
formed and performed.  

6G Evaluate, refine and develop 
their own and others’ work.  

 



Kilburn Junior School 

Domain Taxonomies 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Taxonomy VERBS 
COGNITIVE AFFECTIVE PSYCHOMOTOR 

Synthesising – Categorizes, Combines, 
Compiles, Composes, Creates, Devises, Designs, 
Explains, Generates, Modifies, Organizes, Plans, 
Rearranges, Reconstructs, Relates, Reorganizes, 
Revises, Rewrites, Summarizes, Tells, Writes 

Evaluating –  Appraises, Compares, 
Concludes, Contrasts, criticizes, critiques, 
defends, describes, discriminates, evaluates, 
explains, interprets, justifies, relates, summarizes, 
supports 

Analysing – Analyzes, Breaks Down, 
Compares, Contrasts, Diagrams, Deconstructs, 
Differentiates, Discriminates, Distinguishes, 
Identifies, Illustrates, Infers, Outlines, Relates, 
Selects, Separates 

1. Applying – Applies, Changes, Computes, 
Constructs, Demonstrates, Discovers, 
Manipulates, Modifies, Operates, Predicts, 
Prepares, Produces, Relates, Shows, Solves, Uses 

Understanding – Comprehends, Converts, 
Defends, Distinguishes, Estimates, Explains, 
Extends, Generalizes, Gives an Example, Infers, 
Interprets, Paraphrases, Predicts, Rewrites, 
Summarizes, Translates 

Remembering – Defines, Describes, Identifies, 
Knows, Labels, Lists, Matches, Names, Outlines, 
Recalls, Recognizes, Reproduces, Selects, States 

Characterising – Act, Discriminate, Display, 
Influence, Internalize, Listen, Modify, Perform, 
Practice, Propose, Qualify, Question, Revise, 
Serve, Solve, Use, Verify 

Organising –  Adhere, Alter, Arrange, Codify, 
Combine, Compare, Defend, Discriminate, 
Display, Explain, Generalize, Identify, Integrate, 
Modify, Order, Organize, Prepare, Relate, 
Systemize, Weigh 

6. Valuing – Accept, Complete, Defend, 
Describe, Devote, Differentiate, Explain, Follow, 
Form, Initiate, Invite, Join, Justify, Propose, 
Puruse, Read, Report, Seek, Select, Share, 
Study, Work 

7.  
8. Responding – Answer, Assist, Complete, 

Comply, Conform, Cooperate, Discuss, Examine, 
Greet, Help, Label, Obey, Perform, Practice, 
Present, Read, Recite, Report, Respond, Select, 
Tell, Write 

1. Receiving – Accept, Ask, Attend, Choose, 
Describe, Develop, Follow, Give, Hold, Identify, 
Locate, Name, Point to, Recognize, Select, Sit 
Erect, Reply, Use  

Origination – Arranges, Builds, Combines, 
Composes, Constructs, Creates, Designs, Initiate, 
Makes, Originates. 

Adaptation – Adapts, Alters, Changes, 
Rearranges, Reorganizes, Revises, Varies 

Complex overt response – NOTE: The Key 
Words are the same as Mechanism, but will 
have adverbs or adjectives that indicate that 
the performance is quicker, better, more 
accurate, etc. 

Mechanism – Assembles, Calibrates, 
Constructs, Dismantles, Displays, Fastens, Fixes, 
Grinds, Heats, Manipulates, Measures, Mends, 
Mixes, Organizes, Sketches 

Guided response – Copies, Traces, Follows, 
React, Reproduce, Responds 

Set – Begins, Displays, Explains, Moves, 
Proceeds, Reacts, Shows, States, Volunteers 

Perception – Chooses, Describes, Detects, 
Differentiates, Distinguishes, Identifies, Isolates, 
Relates, Selects 

 

 

COGNITIVE AFFECTIVE PSYCHOMOTOR 
1. Synthesising – creating new material, 

putting together distinct ideas to create a 
coherent whole 

2. Evaluating – presenting and defending 
opinions about information, criticality 

3. Analysing – examining and breaking 
down information into component parts 
and identifying relationships between 
those parts  

4. Applying – using acquired knowledge 
in a new situation 

5. Understanding – comprehension may 
be demonstrated by describing, 
organising or interpreting 

6. Remembering – key information is 
memorised 

1. Characterising – 
abstract knowledge is 
built 

2. Organising – 
different pieces of 
learning can be 
structured and linked 
within a schema 

3. Valuing – value is 
assigned to a piece of 
learning 

4. Responding – active 
participation 

5. Receiving – passively 
paying attention 

1. Origination – new movement patterns can 
be created in response to complex situation   

2. Adaptation – learned responses can be 
modified for different situations 

3. Complex overt response – skilful 
performance of complex motor patterns 

4. Mechanism – the action has become 
habitual and can be performed with some 
confidence and accuracy 

5. Guided response – imitation, trial and 
error, practice is needed 

6. Set – readiness to act 
7. Perception – the use of sensory cues to 

guide motor activity 

DEEPER  
LEARNING 

SURFACE 

LEARNING 
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